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Filled with more than 300 images, the official illustrated tie-in to the second chapter of the
DreamWorks Animation critically acclaimed Academy AwardÂ® nominated How to Train Your
Dragon trilogy is based on the characters in Cressida Cowellâ€™s bestselling series and features an
introduction by the voice of Stoick the Vast, Gerard Butler.Mirroring the style of the bestselling The
Art of How to Train Your Dragon, this outstanding insiderâ€™s guide introduces fans to the creative
process behind the film, from the story and the characters to the visual development art and
animation, to the rigging, surfacing, and lighting. The Art of How to Train Your Dragon 2 includes
more than 300 concept sketches, preliminary drawings, architectural plans, and digital artwork that
reveal how teams of artists bring the Dragon and Viking worlds to life with modern cinematic
energy.Starring the voice talent of the original castâ€”Jay Baruchel, Gerard Butler, Craig Ferguson,
America Ferrara, Jonah Hill, Christopher Mintz-Plasse, T. J. Miller, Kristin Wiigâ€”along with Cate
Blanchett, Kit Harington, and Djimon Hounsou, this action packed comedy adventure continues the
story of Hiccup and Toothless five years after they have successfully united dragons and Vikings on
the Island of Berk. While Astrid, Snoutlout and the rest of the gang are challenging each other to
dragon races (the islandâ€™s new favorite contact sport), the now inseparable pair journey through
the skies, charting unmapped territories and exploring new worlds.When one of their adventures
leads to the discovery of a secret ice cave that is home to hundreds of new wild dragons and the
mysterious Dragon Rider, the two friends find themselves at the center of a battle to protect the
peace. Now, Hiccup and Toothless must unite to stand up for what they believe while recognizing
that only together do they have the power to change the future of both men and dragons.
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This book is as good as the artbook for the first film, The Art of How to Train Your Dragon. In other
words, it's a beautiful artbook.The concept art is split between designs for the characters, dragons,
environment and props.Hiccup and company from Berk are five years older now, and they are
redesigned slightly to reflect their age. Nicolas Marlet is still the main character designer and a lot of
his drawings are included. He still uses traditional media to draw in similar style the expressive and
almost cartoon-like characters. Artist Zhaoping Wei provides the more finished look to the
characters.Both the viking and dragon designs are a joy to look at, and of course there new
characters and dragons. There's Stoick's Skullcrusher, blacksmith Gobber's Grump, Valka's
Cloudjumper, the two gigantic Bewilderbeast and of course other miscellaneous dragons.Designs
for the props and sets are also wonderful. I love the whimsical look and feel. There are many
interesting creations, to name a few, such as the dragon wind vane, dragon feeding stations,
houses and buildings, traps and war machines.Environment paintings are really beautiful and
scenic. There aren't many of those but when they appear, they are breathtaking.Alright, some
downsides. There's a good amount of text talking about the story and art, but the lengthy passages
are not easy to read because of the small font size. My other complaint is the paper feels thinner
and softer than the first book. If they make the paper any thinner, it would be magazine paper.
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